Activism for Harmony? Immigrant Rights’ Activism and Xenophobic Activism in Japan

Abstract:
Facing two decades of deflation and a declining The type of activism that small immigrant rights’ (pro-foreigner) groups engage in is what I have called “associative activism.” Associative activism arises when like-minded activists address specific problems and eventually seek to transform inflexible and relatively unresponsive political institutions through coordinated activities. These are aimed at resolving some particular problem that, while not directly in conflict with prevailing government policies, is nonetheless in tension with the broader political status quo. In contrast, the type of activism that xenophobic (anti-foreigner) groups practice can be understood as “reactionary activism,” which consists of demonstrations and protests that showcase hate speech against foreigners. I define reactionary activism as history-conscious activists publicly demonstrate their love for the nation in reaction to a perceived, falsely constructed, or real threat to national security. Reactionary activists seek to punish specific foreigners and their representative institutions that act in ways as if to destroy Japanese political community or to undermine Japan’s common identity or national unity. Whereas associative activism is typically non-violent and mostly focus on the “newcomers,” reactionary activism can be both non-violent and violent (involving small vigilante groups) that target mostly zainichi (Japan-born) Koreans or “oldcomers.” In broad terms, I find that immigrant rights’ activism has emerged as a result of problem-solving situations in response to the recent rise of foreigners in Japan. In contrast (and unlike in the U.S. and Europe), xenophobic activism emerges out of an inability of the Japanese state to resolve their troubling war history, which certain politicians have taken advantage of by strategically engaging in historical revisionism for electoral gains. Interestingly, both types of activism employ the same public discourse of “living together in harmony.” I argue that this public discourse is rooted in Japan’s moral-philosophical conceptualization of what constitutes a “Good Society” and “Moral Personhood.” Activists from both types hope that their newly created institutions will help push the policymakers to produce more fair outcomes, especially for the most disadvantaged people (foreign residents and/or Japanese) in society.
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